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America's #1 guide to acing the GED just got better Fully updated to reflect the latest exam

guidelines, McGraw-Hill's GED has established itself as the bestselling GED study guide by giving

the hundreds of thousands of people who each year take the high school equivalency exam

everything they need to ace the test. It features precisely targeted assessments, easy-to-follow

instructions, extensive practice, and simulated GED tests for all five subject areas covered in the

exam--Language Arts, Writing; Social Studies; Science; Language Arts, Reading; and Mathematics.

Enhanced with interactive capability, McGraw-Hill's GED with CD-ROM now combines the strengths

of the market-leading book with the versatility of the CD-ROM:  Coverage of the latest additions to

the test, including sections on the GED essay, critical thinking skills, and graphs and Illustrations

Priceless test-taking tips from a veteran GED test prep expert Guidelines for using the Casio fx-260

solar calculator for the mathematics sections A total of four full-length practice tests--two in the book

and two additional ones on the CD-ROM Automatic marking and score analysis on the CD-ROM,

including an additional diagnostic test that targets strengths and weaknesses
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My children are all home educated. My oldest is now 22 and decided she wants to study graphic

arts at the local technical school. She needed the GED to get in. So we bought this book and for 2

weeks studied together for about 2 hrs. a day in the math section, for Math was always my



daughter's weak area. I felt the math chapters were very well laid out and each concept presented

carefully and clearly. The work even stretched my brain at times, for I haven't done high level

"school math" for many years. But with the practice, my brain was refreshed and I could do it, and

my "math phobic" daughter could too. In some areas, she was quicker at finding the answers than I

was! I never took geometry in school, nor did my daughter study it at home, and we never knew how

to find the length of the hypotenuse of a triangle ( we didn't even know what a hypotenuse was!), but

I found the geometry so well explained it was easy, and I actually found that chapter quite fun! We

decided to skip the Algebra chapter, for my daughter never studied algebra, and she was totally

confused from almost the very first. I had taken Algebra, and I did understand the concepts, and

thought the presentation was fine. Anyway, my daughter took all the practice tests in the book and

she did fine on them. We didn't "study" for anything else but the math, though she did read through

most of the other subject sections herself. We were so pleased and relieved to get her GED scores

in the mail yesterday and see that she passed! She scored in the 80's in math and science (her

weak areas) and scored in the 90's in the others. Her essay score won't come back for 2 weeks, but

even without that score she already has way more points than needed to pass. In sharing all this, I

just wanted to say this book is indeed very good. I was glad for the math chapters being so well

done. They give solution answers too, not just the answers. Yes, I did find a few misprints of wrong

answers in the math section book. So you do have to be careful about that. Still, you can't go wrong

getting this book. It is huge and intimidating, but if you take it one step at a time, and even if you use

it only for your weak areas, it will be worth it. I really don't think we could have prepared successfully

for the math section without it. Oh, and we can tell you you can pass the math section even when

you do not know Algebra.

I am a vocational counselor helping adults return to school to learn a new career. Most have been

out of school for 10-30 years. This tool helps them recover years of ability lost to non-use, but most

especially to score much higher on their entrance exams to the colleges, which greatly reduce the

number of remedial classes they have to take to bring their skills up enough to enter a degree

program. In addition, those that dropped out of High School have been able to get their GED within

as little as a week, or the time it takes to get scheduled into the local testing center (usually at your

local Community College). It has been the single most important resource for nearly every student I

have, and has proven its worth time and time again. You cannot lose with this one!

I can't imagine anyone who really studys this book failing the NEW GED. The book, while



overwhelming in size, is easy to follow and does an excellent job in all five subject areas. Of the five

2002 GED books I use in my classroom, this is clearly the best.

I tutor learning disabled adults for the GED. This book is by far the best. The language is simple and

the instructions are great. They learn what they need to know to pass the GED with a decent score

and are not overwhelmed with information that they do not need.

Hi, I bought this book about 3 weeks before the test. Ive been out of school for 4 years and my main

weakness was mathemetic-I did very badly in this area in school. This book breaks EVERYTHING

down to you in a way that makes it easy for you to pass the test with high scores. You dont even

particularly need to know the actual subject well. The GED tests your ability to think and ability to

discern what questions they are asking-thats it! With math, I took the practiced tests(which I got a lot

wrong)-but once I went back and checked the answers-I understood what the questions were

asking me to do(Oh-so I just needed to do the Pythagorean theorem..). I will say, that the tests in

this book are about 25 percent harder than the real GED exam, so know that if you consistantly take

the tests and go over what you got wrong-YOU WILL SCORE HIGH! No doubt about it.I took the

test this month and already got back my scores680-Mathematics700 Writing760 Reading660 Social

Studies680 ScienceThese are all scores in the high 90th percentiles for graduating high school

seniors.The scores speak for themselves. I highly reccomend this book!
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